The resonances in the toroidal beam pipes of the asymmetric st,orage rings are comput.ed. The change in tunes due to pipe's curvature is studied. These effects are found to be negligibly small. The issue of free-space radiation is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thr curvat,urt of the beam pipe can lead to residual longitudinal and transverse forces on the particle beam even if the velocity of the particles approaches the velocit!-of light. In Section II, we compute the resonances that. exist in the toroidal beam pipes of the asymmetric storage rings. In Section III: the modifications t,o thr betat,ron tunes are studied.
\Z'e find that the effects of these residual forces arc negligibly small. Finally in Section IV, free-space radia,tion is reviewed and its relation to the radiation inside a closed xxuum chanber is discussed.
II. RESONANT IMPEDANCE
111 a circular accelera,tor or storage ring, the beam pipe has the topology of a t,oroid.
If the beam travels with velocity ,flc at a radius R: t,he elect,romagnetic wave traveling with t,lrr beam will have a phase velocity PC/R at a, radius T. When this pha,se velocity exc,ecds c: t,he electroma,gnet~ic wave will be ablr to propagate (in analogy t.o a straighf wawguidr). Because the toroidal bram pipe is closed, these are eigenwaves with discrete frequencies.
These wases will act back on the bean and the beam sees a resonant impedance.
As described above: the condition for this to happen is1 R+P > These toroidal resonances hare been studied extensively in the literature."' Here." the enrrgies of the two rings are 3.1 Ge\' and 9.0 Gel' with corresponding ring circumferences 733.3 m and 2200.0 m The cross sections of the beam pipes are taken 1.0 be rectangular with full height h = 3 cm and half-width b = 6 cm.
The valls of the pipes are assumed to be stainless steel wit,h a conductivity of (J = 1.37 x 106 (ohm-m)-'. the beam orbit of t.he 9.0 GeV ring can be b = 41 cm from the out,er wall of thr beam pipe.
The lowest resonance (TE,,) then occurs at 108 Ge\. only. much lower than the corresponding 316 Ge\' for b = 6 cm. However, the impedance per humonic becomes much smaller, Zln = 1.16 x 1Vz2 ohms. As a result_ theses resonances play no role in the beam dynamics at all and can be safeI!-neglectrd. Table III shows the frequency and Z/n of the lowest resonance (TE,,) as a function of the radial distance b from the beam orbit to thr outer wall of the vacuum chamber.
III. CENTRIFUGAL SPACE-CHARGE FORCE
In a straight beam pipe. a particle beam also induces t,ransrerse space-charge force on a beam particle.
This force is of the order 1' due to the near cancella,tion of the electric and ma,gnetic fields. However, in curred geometr>-: this cancellation This residual force has been t.rrmed 'centrifugal space-charge force" (CSCF). Lee' pointed out that there is another transverse forcr of equal ma,gnitude in t,he curved beam pipe. This second force is a result of oscillations of t,he particle's kin&c energy in the present of the beam's electric potential. as t,he particle undergoes betatron oscillat.ions. Although these two transverse forces will cancel each other considerably so that, excit,ation high-order resonances may no longer be a concern, nevertheless, they can still affect the bet,atron tunes and chromat,icities.
If we denote by 6~ the radial deviation of a, particle from the ideal beam orbit. the equation governing the radial motion can be linearized to &"= [~~~~(~t::~-'i~)]__,c~, (3.2) where m is the mass of the particle, 'prime' is the derivative taken along the beam orbit, and we ha,ve let z' + c. The radius of t,hr orbit, R is given by 7mc=eR(+). 
IV. FREE-SPACE RADIATION
In free spxc without any beam pipe, the power spectrum radiat,ed by a particle carrying charge t a,nd traveling along a curw with ndius of curnture p. as derived by Schaingrr," is (in mks units)
for LU < ~1~: and drops exponentially as when u, >> ufa. In the above: the angular frequency is defined a wg = ,/Ycjp and the critical angular frequency is ~1~ = 2y3w0. Not,e that ",a is only an order of magnitude;
it has also been defined as i13~0 by some a.uthors.The power radia,ted into each harmonic n 1 &/Bc is P,, = uoP(w). where R is the average ndius of the particle orbit,. Th? impedance at the n-t,11 harmonic seen by beam particle is giwm by 2, = 2P,/Iz.
where I,, = e,&/xfi is the n-th harmonic Fourier current a,mplit,ude of the &function charge under consideration. Including the reactive parts but neglecting the higher-order terms. we obtain for n CC nf.:
2 =&-f (;) [y] ($4;) (3. 3)
The squared-bracketed term gives 0.93889. Since R is usually larger than p> therefore very closely wit,h Z. = 376.7 ohms.
12' -zdf3 (4.4)
There is a fundamental difference in the qualit,y of the free-space ra,diation and the ndiation insidr a beam pipe. In free space. the radiation spect,rum is continuous, whereas inside a beam pipe it consists of discrete resonances in order to satisfy the boundary condition at the pipe's ~~~11s~ as was demonstrated in Section II. In a storage ring. the beam is shielded by a beam pipe so that radia,tion int.o the infinire free spxe is not possible below cutoff frequency of the beam pipe. Abore cutoff. however, electromagnetic waves can propagate inside the vacuum chamber.
When the wavelength of the radiation is a few times less than the radius of the beam pipe, it appears that the presencr of the pipe's walls is irrelevant. This implies that the coupling impedance should be given roughly by the free-spxe radiat,ion value. Table 111 , we know that, the frequency will br at least 106 GHz, or the wavelength at most -3 mm. Thus the pumping ports may have openings bigger t,han t,he wavclengt,hs of thee resonances. The beam will therefore see a rather diffused vacuum-chamber.
Th? result is that the resonances will be heavily de~Qued a,nd ovrrlap each ot,her. The spectrum will become more and mox continuous. If the port openings are made still larger, the radiation will pass through those openings as if there were no beam pipe at all. The radiation therefore resembles free-space radiation.
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